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Dear Friend,
Welcome spring!
Revisiting one of my favorite cookbooks and wondering if you have a good way of reminding
yourself of recipes you see and want to try. Any ideas?
Do you ever try to recreate a meal you've had while traveling? Have you been successful? See
my latest attempt below.
April brings lovely micro greens for the calendar. Download them and think salad!
Wouldn't your food loving friends like to get a treat every Tuesday? Forward this to them and
they can sign up for the newsletter. Or click the icons above to send to a friend, share on Twitter,
Facebook, or LinkedIn.
Enjoy!
Anne

My Paris Kitchen: Recipes and Stories
Why was My Paris Kitchen a highly anticipated
cookbook?
The Accidental Locavore has long been a fan of
David Lebowitz.
If you’re not familiar with him, David is an American
chef and food writer living in Paris. His blog is a
great source of info on food, restaurants and the
day-to-day quirkiness of living in Paris (and points
beyond).
Read more:

Steak au Poivre
Until fairly recently, steak au poivre was one of
those dishes I never understood.
Too many peppercorns, disguising one of my
favorite flavors – steak.
Then in Nice, I had an attitude-changing steak au
poivre.
A perfect amount of peppercorns, cognac and
cream.
Enhancing, rather than masking the essential steak
flavor.
Get the recipe:

April Calendar
Spring micro greens deserve a place on your
computer, don't they?
Download the Calendar:

Calendar

Accidental Locavore Live!
This week we were talking cookies with K's mini cookie. Beautiful cookies for any special
occasion.
Monday my guest will my friend Betsy Kent who is a genuis with online marketing. See what she
has to say about websites and social media.
Tune in at 5:00 EDT Mondays. www.pawlingpublicradio.org or listen anytime on our homepage.
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